
Songs for Story Time April 6, 2021 
 

I’m Bringing Home a Baby Dinosaur 
I’m bringing home a baby Dinosaur, won't my mommy run right out the door   
I’m bringing home a baby Dinosaur, roar, roar, roar 
I’m bringing home a baby Chimpanzee, won't my mommy run right up a tree,  
I’m bringing home a baby Chimpanzee, uh, uh, uh 
I’m bringing home a baby Crocodile, won’t my mommy run away & hide,  
I’m bringing home a baby Crocodile, snap, snap, snap  
I’m bringing home a baby Grizzly bear, won't my mommy pull out all her hair, 
I’m bringing home a baby Grizzly bear -  growl, growl, growl  
 
Fingers Wiggling 
~Fingers wiggling, fingers wiggling, wiggling 123, fingers wiggling, wiggle til called stop! 
~Arms swaying, arms swaying, swaying 123, arms swaying, swaying til called stop! 
~Feet marching, feet marching, marching 123, feet marching, marching til called stop! 
~Bodies jumping, bodies jumping, jumping 123, bodies jumping, jumping til called------- stop! 
 
My Fingers Are Starting to Wiggle 
My fingers are starting to wiggle, My fingers are starting to wiggle,  
My fingers are starting to wiggle round & round & round 
My arms are starting to wiggle, My arms are starting to wiggle, 
My arms are starting to wiggle 3x round & round & round  
My legs are starting to wiggle 3x round & round & round 
My whole body starting to wiggle 3x round & round & round 
 
Slow – Fast 
~We’re gonna move our arms as slow as we can                                       
We’re gonna move our arms as fast as we can 
~We’re gonna clap our hands as slow as we can  
We’re gonna clap our hands as fast as we can 
~We’re gonna nod or heads, as slow as we can 
We’re gonna nod or heads, as fast as we can 
~We’re gonna stomp our feet as slow as we can 
We’re gonna stomp our feet as fast as we can    

 

The Unicorn Song 
You have to have 1 horn to be a unicorn, a magical, mythical horse. 
You have to have 1 nose, 2 ears, 4 legs & a rainbow tail, of course! 
You have to have 1 horn to be a unicorn, a fabulous, fantasy horse. 
You have to have blue eyes, a heart of gold, & a rainbow tail, of course! 
Flying high up in the sky, dancing in the air, 
Flying low, now down you go prancing here & there. 
You have to have 1 horn to be a unicorn, a magical, mythical horse. 
You have to have 1 nose, 2 ears & 4 legs & a rainbow tail, of course! 
You have to have 1 horn to be a unicorn, a fabulous, fantasy horse. 
You have to have blue eyes, a heart of gold, & a rainbow tail, of course! 
Swooping high up in the sky, dancing in the stars, 
Swooping low, now down you go prancing near & far. 
You have to have 1 horn to be a unicorn, a magical, mythical horse. 
You have to have 1 nose, 2 ears, 4 legs & a rainbow tail, of course! 
You have to have 1 horn to be a unicorn, a fabulous, fantasy horse. 
You have to have blue eyes, a heart of gold, & a rainbow tail, of course 


